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Mexican Supreme Court Ruling Leaves Collective
Societies Not Needing Standing or Infringement
to Prevail in Copyright Claims
By Professor Roberto Garza Barbosa, PhD, School of Law,
Tecnológico de Monterrey, Mexico; e-mail: rgb@itesm.mx

The Mexican Supreme Court’s decision on the inter-
pretation of provisions in the Federal Copyright Act
has given royalty collecting societies unprecedented
authority by exempting them from the requirements to
evidence standing or infringement in order to succeed
in copyright claims. Amendments to the Act, which
were challenged before the court on constitutional
grounds, would also appear to be at odds with provi-
sions of the North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA) of which Mexico is a signatory.

I. NAFTA Article 1705(3)

Chapter XVII of NAFTA has the same origins and back-
ground as the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of
Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS Agreement), and
as such, their provisions are quite similar. This stems
from the fact that during NAFTA negotiations, a TRIPS
draft was issued by the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade’s Director-General, Arthur Dunkel, and

NAFTA negotiators decided to base Chapter XVII on
that draft.1 Despite this, there are however, still several
differences between the two agreements. One impor-
tant difference is that NAFTA Article 1705(3)(a) re-
quires member states to provide for the free transfer of
economic rights:

‘‘[E]ach Party shall provide that for copyright and
related rights: (a) any person acquiring or holding
economic rights may freely and separately transfer
such rights by contract for purposes of their exploi-
tation and enjoyment by the transferee’’.2

The literal and prevailing interpretation of this provi-
sion is that it establishes the right to freely dispose of
or transfer copyrights.3 However, this free transferabil-
ity of rights is contrary to the inalienable character of
author’s rights in the civil law tradition. This principle
imposes different kinds of limitations on the free trans-
ferability of author’s rights, depending on the legal sys-
tem.4 Some legal systems may include a written re-
quirement for all contracts involving any copyright
transfer; other legal systems establish that certain rights
cannot be transferred, so any contract or clause trans-
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ferring such rights would be void. Limitations may also
restrict the term of the transfer to a certain period of
time, or even forbid any transfer at all.5

The TRIPS Agreement does not have any provision es-
tablishing free transferability of economic rights similar
to NAFTA Article 1705(3). This is because the majority
of the then negotiating countries, currently member
states of the World Trade Organization (WTO), belong
to civil law tradition. Therefore, most of them have limi-
tations on the free transferability on their copyright stat-
utes and naturally oppose any provision establishing free
transferability of rights.6 If those countries had ac-
cepted a provision like NAFTA Article 1705(3) they
would have acquired an international obligation to
eliminate any transfer restriction from their national
statues. However, civil law countries had stronger nego-
tiating power during the TRIPS negotiations than
Mexico during NAFTA negotiations. Mexico was faced
with two hegemonic common law countries and it has
been suggested that Mexico had accepted those intellec-
tual property provisions in order to avail itself of the eco-
nomic advantages of the agreement.7 Nevertheless,
NAFTA Article 1705(3) has been mainly ignored in the
Mexican legal system. It was ignored by Congress, and it
was also ignored by the Supreme Court. It seems that
Mexico gained in the national arena what was lost dur-
ing international negotiations.

II. Mexican Copyright Act Amendments

In July 2003, the Mexican Congress passed several
amendments and additions to the Federal Copyright
Act. Those amendments gave non-transferable rights in
favor of authors, performers and phonogram producers,
consisting of an ‘‘equitable remuneration’’, for any pub-
lic performance or transmission of their protected works
or interpretations.8 This unwaivable remuneration right
is required when a public performance or transmission
is made with the purpose of direct or indirect profit.

In order to understand this remuneration right, it must
first be noted that Article 7 of the Rome Convention es-
tablishes very limited rights for performers. Under this
provision, performers only possess rights over their un-
fixed performances. Once they authorize the fixation of
their performances (onto a recorded medium), then
they have in essence relinquished their conventional
rights. Therefore, performers’ rights are limited to pre-
venting the transmission, public communication, and
fixation of their live performances. They also have the
right to prevent the reproduction of such performances
if they have been fixed without authorization.

This limited set of rights is the result of an apparent ten-
sion between performers and the authors of the music
and lyrics. When a performer interprets a song com-
posed by an author, the author retains rights over the
lyrics and musical compositions, including reproduc-
tion, public performance, and transmission rights.9

That being the case, both performer and author in this
situation possess rights over the same thing. It has been
argued that there would be a risk for the author of the

song (lyrics or music) if the performer could oppose the
reproduction, transmission, or publication of their per-
formance of it. This is however, an unsound argument
because it would be very unlikely for performers to act
against their own interests. Nevertheless, the result is the
very limited set of rights for performers under the Rome
Convention.

However, Article 12 of the Rome Convention establishes
some consolation for the limited rights awarded by the
Convention to performers. Also available to producers
of phonograms who do have the right to prohibit repro-
duction of their phonograms, Article 12 states:

‘‘If a phonogram published for commercial purposes,
or a reproduction of such phonogram, is used di-
rectly for broadcasting or for any communication to
the public, a single equitable remuneration shall be
paid by the user to the performers, or to the produc-
ers of the phonograms, or to both. . .’’.10

The legislature of each country determines whether this
equitable remuneration is granted to performers, to
producers of phonograms, or both. In the case of
Mexico, the amendment to the Copyright Act gave this
right to both parties. At this point, it is important to con-
sider that Article 12 of the Rome Convention does not
provide that the equitable remuneration should be ‘‘un-
waivable’’ as the Mexican amendment does.

This is not yet the end of the story. As mentioned, the
Mexican amendment also confers such unwaivable ‘‘eq-
uitable remuneration’’ to authors in general for any
public performance or transmission of their protected
works made with purpose of direct or indirect profit.11

Yet, there would appear to be no reason to give this right
to authors in general because it overlaps with exclusive
statutory economic rights,12 specifically, public commu-
nication or public performance and transmission. As
with many other legal systems belonging to the civil law
tradition, the Mexican system divides the statutory copy-
right into authors’ rights and neighboring rights. Per-
formers and producers of phonograms have neighbor-
ing rights, so their exclusive economic rights are not in-
cluded in Article 27, which pertains to economic rights
for authors in general. Those rights are contained in a
special chapter of the statute, and are as limited as the
Rome Convention provides. The reason for this is that
Mexico has not yet implemented the WIPO Perfor-
mances and Phonograms Treaty.

So why have Mexican legislators given this equitable re-
muneration right to authors? Legislative history, it is sub-
mitted, is very illustrative on this point:

‘‘[I]n order to avoid mistakes in statutory interpreta-
tion, in order not to be thought that the statute gives
more protection to performers than the authors, it
has been decided to give the same right to authors. . .
not to do that, could lead to the absurd thinking that
only performers have this right and authors have
not.’’13

The problem here is that Congress did not take into
consideration that the statute gives those rights to au-
thors in Article 27, as exclusive economic rights. There-
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fore, the result was probably contrary to the expected
one because more rights were given to authors than to
performers.

III. First Struggles

If authors have this unwaivable right to remuneration,
this could result in a serious problem for many enter-
prises, such as movie theaters, for example. According to
Article 97 of the Copyright Act, the following persons
are considered authors of a cinematographic work:

s the movie director;

s the script writer;

s the score/soundtrack composer;

s the director of photography or cinematographer; and

s the author of animations, if any.

The statute provides that the producer has exclusive
economic rights over the whole production. However,
the unwaivable remuneration rights described above en-
able each ‘‘author’’ of the movie to pursue them inde-
pendently from the movie’s exclusive economic rights.
As a consequence, any movie theater that has paid and
acquired a license to exhibit a given movie may face
claims from authors over their independent, unwaivable
remuneration right.

As a result, several movie theaters filed an action at the
Federal District Court on September 3, 2003 to chal-
lenge the constitutionality of the amendments. One of
their arguments, possibly the most important, seemed
directed to the fact that non-renounceable rights were
contrary to NAFTA Article 1705(3), and therefore un-
constitutional. At that time, the Mexican supremacy
clause made unconstitutional any federal or state statu-
tory provision contrary to an international agreement.
Presently, this is still be the case, but only if the interna-
tional agreement is related to human rights.

However, the argument focused only on the unwaivable
remuneration right given to authors by Article 26 bis of
the amendment, and did not cover the unwaivable
rights given to performers and to phonogram producers
by Articles 117 bis and 131 bis. Furthermore, the plain-
tiffs argued that amendments contradict not only
NAFTA Article 1705(3), but also Article 6 bis of the
Berne Convention on moral rights, and Article XI of the
no longer in force Inter-American Convention on the
Rights of the Author in Literary, Scientific and Artistic
Works.14

Eventually, the case reached the Supreme Court, which
upheld in a decision on June 10, 2005, the constitution-
ality of the amendments. The Supreme Court held that
Article 6 bis of the Berne Convention provides for the
free transferability of rights, and that Article 14 ter estab-
lishes the inalienable right to an equitable remunera-
tion.15 Both conclusions reflected a serious misreading
of the Berne Convention, because Article 6 bis provides
for moral rights and Article 14 ter establishes the right

called droit de suite, in favor of authors regarding any re-
sale of their original works of art, or manuscripts. It is a
right for the resale of the original material object. The
Supreme Court did not discuss NAFTA Article 1705(3)
but merely quoted it, without taking into consideration
that the Inter-American Convention on the Rights of the
Author in Literary, Scientific and Artistic Works was no
longer in force.

IV. Amparo Directo 11/2010

One collective society, incorporated under the rules of
the Copyright Act,16 then began a mediation process
against several companies owning movie theaters.17

This process, provided in the Copyright Act, is normally
taken by INDAUTOR, the Mexican Copyright Office.
The collective society was acting on behalf of several
composers of songs contained in the movies exhibited
by the movie theaters. Given that movie theaters usually
pay a license fee in advance to the producer or distribu-
tor of a movie to exhibit it, the problem arose as to the
potential claims to such fees by all ‘‘authors’’ of the
movie who were given unwaivable rights by the statute.
Movie theaters had anticipated this problem and filed
the abovementioned action which they had lost.

The mediation succeeded and both sides reached an
agreement in which movie theaters agreed to pay the
collective society an initial sum as well as periodical pay-
ments. Those payments ceased in 2003 and the collec-
tive society sued for copyright infringement in a state
trial court on March 23, 2006. The court ruled in favor
of the society and movie theaters appealed.

The Court of Appeals reversed the ruling in its March
25, 2008 decision, holding that the collective society did
not have standing to sue, and had not proven the ele-
ments of its cause of action, including ownership and in-
fringement.18 The appeal court also ruled that its deci-
sion did not preclude the plaintiff from filing the action
again because it did not consider the judgment as res ju-
dicata.

Each party filed a writ of Amparo, which could be simply
considered as the next step in order to overcome the
judgment rendered by the Court of Appeals. The con-
solidated Amparo was heard by the Tenth Court of Ap-
peals for the First Circuit, which rendered a judgment
vacating the Court of Appeals judgment, and ordered
the court to issue a new judgment considering all proofs
in the record.

The Court of Appeals rendered a new judgment, but it
reached the same conclusion as before, the one estab-
lishing that the collective society did not have standing
to sue. The collective society filed for an Amparo again
and the Tenth Court of Appeals for the First Circuit held
that it did have standing to sue. On remand, the Court
of Appeals on August 12, 2009 ordered the movie the-
aters to pay the collective society statutory damages.

The movie theaters then filed an Amparo and managed
to have the case heard by the Mexican Supreme Court.
They argued that Articles 194 and 200 of the Copyright
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Act as interpreted by courts below were unconstitutional
and against the due process clause contained in Articles
14 and 16 of the Mexican Constitution. The argument
was based on the fact that the collective society did not
name the authors it was representing and did not show
any representation agreement, and that in siding against
the movie theaters, the Court of Appeals assumed that
the collective society was representing the whole uni-
verse of composers, Mexican and foreign. Therefore,
the interpretation that courts below gave to Article 200
of the Copyright Act was not only exempting collective
societies from showing any representation agreement,
but also exempting them from proving infringement.
They argued that this interpretation empowers collec-
tive societies to sue everyone without even proving in-
fringement.

The Supreme Court however in a decision on December
1, 2010, rejected the movie theaters’ arguments and up-
held the lower courts’ interpretation, ruling in favor of
the collective society. It held that:

‘‘The lack of a special standing regime for legitimacy
of the collective societies would imply that each au-
thor would have to clarify in specific way, from its ini-
tial written complaint, the musical pieces that each
defendant user in the world has used, and prove their
use, including circumstances of mode, time and
place, considering the difficulty and cost of identify-
ing to all users of musical pieces and identifying to all
the exhibitors of the cinematographic works contain-
ing musical pieces composed by the author. . .would
be excessive, if one takes into account that the plain-
tiff should be in its initial written complaint who and
how many times the defendant projected films with
musical works administered by the society of collec-
tive management’’.19

It is submitted that if the legislator had indeed wished to
create such a spectacular regime, for implied standing
and presumption of infringement, it would have put it
expressly in the statute. These kind of assumptions can-
not be inferred or created by judges.

Comparative law offers some guidance to this sort of
problem. For instance in Feist v. Rural, the U.S. Supreme
Court held that in a copyright infringing action, plain-
tiff must prove:

‘‘(1) ownership of a valid copyright, and (2) copying
of constituent elements of the work that are origi-
nal’’.20

Yet these are precisely the components that the Mexican
Supreme Court had held a plaintiff does not need to
prove if it happens to be a collective society. The pre-
sumption is unconstitutional and against basic due pro-
cess principles of law in any constitutional regime, not
to mention against the concept of equality of rights, be-
cause collective societies would appear to have unjusti-
fied, exceptional procedural rights which exempt them
from having to show standing or prove infringement.

In the European Union also, the trend is in fact moving
in the opposite direction. Problems with several collec-
tive societies on matters such as excessive fees, unfair dis-
tribution of royalties, and lack of transparency, have led

the European Parliament and the European Council to
issue the EU Directive on Collective Management of
Copyright and Related Rights and Multi-territorial Li-
censing of Rights in Musical Works for Online Use in
the Internal Market,21 to exert more control over them,
it seems.

Therefore, at an international level, there would appear
to be agreement that collective societies need to prove
standing and infringement in copyright claims. Yet the
Mexican legal system has an exceptional procedural re-
gime and not enough controls on the statute over col-
lective societies.

The above highlights two problems with the state of
Mexican copyrights. The first lies in the unwaivable ‘‘eq-
uitable remuneration’’ rights granted to performers, to
phonogram producers and extended even to authors.
The unwaivable character of these rights appears con-
trary to NAFTA Article 1705(3). The second is in the sig-
nificant procedural rights given by the Mexican Su-
preme Court to collective societies. Perhaps a better un-
derstanding of international intellectual property
agreements will be the key to resolving these issues.
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